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A B S T R A C T
This paper discusses how persuasive technologies can be made adaptive to users. We present persuasion profiling as a method to personalize the persuasive messages used by a system to influence its users. This type of personalization can be based on explicit measures of users’ tendencies to comply to distinct persuasive strategies: measures based on standardized questionnaire scores of users. However, persuasion profiling can also be implemented using implicit, behavioral measures of user traits. We present three case studies involving the design, implementation, and field deployment of personalized persuasive technologies, and we detail four design requirements. In each case study we show how these design requirements are implemented. In the discussion we highlight avenues for future research in the field of adaptive persuasive technologies.

1. Introduction

We have entered an era of persuasive technology of interactive computing systems intentionally designed to change people’s attitude or behavior (cf. Fogg, 2002). A substantial body of research has demonstrated the feasibility of these technologies in a variety of contexts and for different ends, e.g., advertising (Kaptein and Eckles, 2012), promoting healthy or pro-social behaviors (Lambert, 2001; Morris and Gullak, 2009; Consolvo et al., 2008, 2009), and reducing energy consumption (see, e.g., Svane, 2007; Midden et al., 2008; Bang et al., 2006; Dillahunt et al., 2008). Still, reliably affecting an individual’s attitude or behavior remains an elusive goal (Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa, 2008). This is true despite the argument made by Fogg and Eckles (2007), in their book Mobile Persuasion, that persuasive systems could be more persuasive than their human counterparts. Their arguments are based on a number of empirical investigations showing that humans respond similar to computers as they do to humans (e.g., Nass et al., 1996; Fogg and Nass, 1997a,b) and that, compared to humans, computers could be more persistent and “always on” (Fogg, 2009; Preece, 2010).

To be effective persuasive systems should deliver the right message, at the right time, in the right way. This very general maxim (and truism) emphasizes three key elements for successful attitude and behavior change: First, the target of the persuasive attempt needs to be receptive to the end goal of the attempt. Here, with the term “end goal” we refer to the target attitude or behavior that the technology was intentionally designed to promote (see Fogg, 1998, for a discussion on the intentionality of persuasive systems). Second, the message needs to be delivered at a time that enables the recipient to attend to it, and, if immediate action is required, one that provides the opportunity for the action (Faber et al., 2011). Finally, large variation can exist in the way in which a persuasive request is framed: a message aiming to persuade users to work out more could read “80% of users runs at least once a week” or “Fitness experts recommend that you run at least once a week”. In both cases the end goal is the same, but the argument differs substantially.

Unfortunately, the right time, the right message, and the right way for a persuasive request are hard to determine at design time, without knowing the specific situation and person concerned. A solution to this is to create adaptive persuasive systems; systems that adapt the message, the timing, and the persuasive approach to the situation at hand. The notion of ambient persuasion has been proposed as a (partial) answer to this challenge (cf. Aarts et al., 2007; Kaptein et al., 2009). Ambient persuasion combines the notion of ambient intelligent systems—systems that build on the large scale integration of electronic devices and the ubiquitous availability of digital information—and persuasive technologies; systems aimed at changing users’ attitudes or behaviors (Kaptein et al., 2009). In an ambient intelligent world, massively distributed devices operate collectively while embedded in the environment using information and intelligence that is hidden in the interconnection network. Context sensing in this setting could help determine appropriate
persuasive ends, fitting the user context and activities. Embedded and ubiquitous computing devices can help present the message at a location that will be noticed by users, fitting their activity and context. Till now however less is published about how to effectively personalize the persuasive approach. Our research addresses this challenge by using persuasion profiles to enable the personalization of the framing of persuasive attempts.

Adapting the persuasive approach to the persuadee has long been advocated throughout many fields that study persuasion. For example, marketers advocate adapting sales tactics to consumers (McFarland et al., 2006), and health-care professionals promote tailoring of the persuasive principles used to gain medication compliance (e.g., Strecher et al., 1994; Kreuter and Strecher, 1996; Dijkstra, 2005). In a similar vein, and borrowing from the marketing literature, Churchill (2013) has recently advocated the need to distinguish between process and outcome personalization; readers are referred to Churchill (2013) for an extensive explanation of these concepts which concludes with a call to think more, and more imaginatively, about them. Notably, many of these discussions focus on the “way” rather than the end-goal of a persuasive request and argue that the method itself should be personalized (Kaptein et al., 2011).

Recently, health-care professionals and researchers, most noticeably in the domain of nutrition education, are examining computer-tailored interventions. Here, tailored interventions are often created to mimic to a certain extent person-to-person counseling (de Vries and Brug, 1999; Brug et al., 2003). Both target group segmentation—which also initially emerged within marketing (Tyman and Drayton, 1987; Plummer, 1974)—and personalization based on psychological characteristics such as people’s stage-of-change (Brug et al., 1997; Prochaska and Velicer, 1997) are starting to be used. Initial evaluations show an increased effectiveness of these types of computer-tailored interventions over more traditional, “one size fits all” health education efforts (Brug et al., 1998; Brugg, 1995a,b); Noar et al. (2007) conducted a meta-analysis of the effects of tailoring on the success of health interventions based on over 50 published comparisons and derived the same conclusion: tailored interventions are more successful than generic ones.

Currently, however, most persuasive technologies described in the research literature or implemented commercially are not personalizing their “ways”. This is striking since personalization of the end-goal is common place in commercial applications. Examples of the latter can be found in the rich literature on recommender systems (Kantor et al., 2011; Gretzel and Fesenmaier, 2006), or in the attempts to serving personalized ads through behavioral targeting (Stallworth, 2010). Notable exceptions do exist: Hauser et al. (2009) discuss how persuasive attempts in e-commerce can be made more successful by tailoring to customers cognitive style. Some of these approaches have likely made their way into commercial applications but the outcomes of these attempts are hardly shared with the research community. It remains that in most current persuasive technologies outside the marketing domain, the way in which the end goal is presented, alias the approach taken to influence users, is not adapted to the individual.

In this paper we detail how persuasive technologies can adapt the ways in which their users are persuaded—irrespective of the end goal—with the aim to increase the effectiveness of the technological interventions. In the current paper we focus specifically on the content of these interventions (see Davidson et al., 2003, for a taxonomy of intervention types). Possible taxonomies of content are provided in several fields, most noticeably by Michie et al. (2013) in behavioral medicine: our focus here is on persuasive user feedback (see also DiClemente et al., 2001). First, we discuss briefly some of the social psychology findings which motivate that designers of persuasive technologies should use the so-called influence principles to persuade their users. The effectiveness of these different means to influence the behavior of users has been shown convincingly by those studying persuasion and social influence. Next, we introduce explicit and implicit methods of personalization, and we propose four practical design requirements for the design of personalized persuasive systems. Finally, we describe three instances of adaptive persuasive systems to illustrate the challenges facing designers of such systems.

2. Persuasion and persuasive technology

In looking for a scientific foundation for designing persuasive technologies, designers and researchers often turn to social sciences that study persuasion, most notably psychology (e.g., Bless et al., 1990; Crano and Prislin, 2006). Within this large field several theories of attitude and behavior change, such as the transtheoretical model of behavior change (e.g., Prochaska and Velicer, 1997; Long and Stevens, 2004), and the theories of reasoned action and its follow up, the theory of planned behavior (see, e.g., Madden et al., 1992; Fishbein and Ajzen, 2011), have gained large support and are used actively by designers (see for example Consovalo et al., 2009). Also, classical psychological work on operant conditioning (Skinner, 1976) has made a mark on the design of persuasive technologies, most notably in efforts of gamification (Deterding, 2012). Fogg on his website on the Fogg behavioral model1 describes a large list of influential models and theories for the design of persuasive systems such as social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1991), the heuristic-systematic model (Chaiken, 1980; Chaiken et al., 1989), the elaboration likelihood model (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986), work on resistance and persuasion (Knowles and Linn, 2004), cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger, 1957), and a number of others (e.g., Maslow and Herzeberg, 1954; Heider, 1944; Deci and Ryan, 2010). Finally, work in which (heuristic) decision making of individuals is studied, under the heading of behavioral economics (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Kukar-Kinney and Close, 2009), has been incorporated in attempts to design effective persuasive technologies.

Psychologists often describe different influence principles that can be used to change attitudes or behaviors. Similar descriptions of fixed principles (or strategies) to change attitudes or behaviors can be found in the marketing literature under the heading of sales influence tactics (McFarland et al., 2006). In our attempt to describe adaptive persuasive systems we focus on the literature regarding influence principles as pioneered by Cialdini and Trost (1998) and later followed up on by Cialdini (2001) and Guadagno and Cialdini (2005). These principles describe distinct psychological means that designers of persuasive technologies can use to increase the effectiveness of their persuasive applications.

2.1. Influence principles

The array of influence principles that can be used to change the attitudes and behaviors of users can be overwhelming. Both researchers and practitioners have made extensive use of the categorization of persuasive messages as implementing more general influence principles. Theorists have varied in how they individuate persuasive strategies: Cialdini (2001, 2004) develops six principles at length, Fogg (2002) describes 40 “strategies” under a more general definition of persuasion, Kellermann and Cole (1994) gather 64 groups from several existing taxonomies, and others have listed over 100 distinct tactics (Rhoads, 2007). These different counts result from differing levels of exhaustiveness, exclusivity, emphasis, and granularity (Kellermann and Cole, 1994). Influence principles are however a useful level of analysis that helps us to group and distinguish specific influence tactics or implementations of these principles (Kellermann and Cole, 1994; O’Keefe, 1994). In this paper we focus on the six influence principles as discussed extensively by Cialdini (2001). The effectiveness of each of

1 See http://www.behaviormodel.org
these principles is supported both by social psychology and by marketing literature. We detail each in turn:

- **Authority**: People are inclined to follow recommendations and suggestions originating from authorities (Milgram, 1974; Blass, 1991). Authority is considered a form of social influence (Kelman and Hamilton, 1989; Martin and Hewstone, 2003) that is effective because some levels of responsibility and obedience to authority are essential for the existence of every social community (Modigliani and Rochat, 1995; Cialdini, 2001). However, not all psychological theories predict a positive effect of authority endorsements: Fuegen and Brehm (2004) use reactance theory to explain how authority endorsements can lead to negative effects when people's perception of freedom of choice is threatened.

- **Consensus (or Social Proof)**: When individuals observe multiple others manifesting the same belief or behavior, they are more likely to believe and behave similarly (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980; Cialdini, 2004; Goldstein et al., 2008; Zhu and Zhang, 2010). Multiple processes have been posited to explain the effectiveness of the consensus principle: Asch (1956) ascribes the observed effects to mere conformity, while others postulate that implementations of the consensus principle constitute informational influence, by serving as “social proof” (Hardin and Higgins, 1996; Cialdini, 2001). Recently, Salganik and Watts (2009) showed the effects of social proof in cultural markets: in their experiments “false” initial popularity lead to actual popularity in cultural markets.

- **Consistency and Commitment**: The Consistency and Commitment principle refers to people's strive to maintain consistent beliefs and act accordingly (Cialdini, 2001). This strive has been well researched under the heading of reducing cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957) and can be also used to explain both attitudes and behaviors. If a person is asked to write down that he or she will stop taking the elevator and take the stairs instead, she/he will be more inclined to do so even if they did not agree on writing it down in the first place (e.g., Deutsch and Gerard, 1955).

- **Scarcity**: (Assumed) scarcity increases the perceived value of products and opportunities (Cialdini, 2001). Therefore, advertisers and sales people often use phrases like “limited release”, and “while supplies last” (Lynn, 1991). There is overwhelming evidence that identifying a product or a service as scarce affects people's attitudes favorably and increases the chance of purchase (West, 1975; Inman et al., 1997; Eisen, 2008; Lynn, 1989). Multiple psychological processes have been proposed to explain the effects of scarcity, the most prominent of which is based on commodity theory (Brock, 1968) according to which consumers desire scarce products more because the possession of such products results in feelings of personal distinctiveness or uniqueness.

- **Liking**: We say “yes” to people we like. When a request is made by someone we like, we are more inclined to act accordingly (Cialdini, 2001). Overwhelming evidence of this principle is presented by studies that exploit increased liking due to increased interpersonal similarity (Garner, 2005). As a striking example: people seem more inclined to return a wallet to the lost and found when the name listed in the wallet is similar to their own—and is thus liked—than when the name of the (ostensible) owner is dissimilar (Hornstein et al., 1968).

- **Reciprocity**: People are inclined—or actually, people go through a great deal of effort—to pay back a favor (Cialdini, 2004). This influence principle—when implemented properly—is exceptionally strong, and seems to work even when it is truly not beneficial for the persuadee. When a persuadee is in debt to the source, he or she will comply with persuasive requests to even out this discrepancy (Greenberg, 1980). The principle of reciprocation is the foundation in the tit-for-tat principle in social dilemma games (Komorita et al., 1991). It has been shown that people even reciprocate to favors they have never asked for (James and Bolstein, 1990).

### 2.2. Individual differences

While each of the influence principles described above has been shown to be effective and most have been used in the design of persuasive systems, the responses to these influence principles are not always clear-cut. For example, Johnson and Eagly (1989) discuss the difficulties many experimentalist have had to replicate classical findings within the social influence field. These, and other, conflicting results are suggestive of individual differences in responses to influence principles.

#### 2.2.1. Trait differences in overall responses to Persuasion

Much of the work on individual differences in persuasion has directly drawn on dual-process models (for example the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM), see Petty and Cacioppo, 1986; Petty and Wegener, 1999) to work out how new or established traits could moderate persuasion. These dual processing models explain the effects of persuasive messages by postulating two routes of information processing: the central route through which arguments are elaborately processed, and the peripheral more heuristic route of information processing. It is hypothesized that many persuasion attempts are primarily effective through peripheral processing.

Many of the studies concerning dual processing models have examined trait differences in motivations, such as need for cognition (NFC), that are associated with structural differences in peripheral and central processing of persuasive messages (Cacioppo et al., 1986). NFC refers to the tendency of people to vary in the extent to which they engage in and enjoy effortful cognitive activities (Cacioppo and Petty, 1982). NFC predicts differences in the effects of argument strength on attitudes, the degree to which individuals rely on product characteristics versus source liking (e.g., Haugtvedt et al., 1992), attitude strength resulting from processing a persuasive message (e.g., Haugtvedt and Petty, 1992), and metacognition in persuasion (e.g., Tormala and DeSensi, 2009). More generally, for many choice settings in which personal relevance is neither very low nor very high, elaborative processing of stimuli varies with NFC, such that NFC measures an individual propensity to scrutinize and elaborate on arguments via the central route (Cacioppo et al., 1996). For example, people high in NFC are more likely to scrutinize whether someone endorsing a health related product in some advertisement is actually a doctor (or an actor playing a doctor) and how this might be informative about the product. High elaboration or personal involvement both lead to increased usage of the central route to persuasion and thus less persuasion through social influence principles.

While NFC is the most widely used trait that operationalizes stable motivational heterogeneity in dual-process models, several related traits have been identified and studied (Haugtvedt et al., 2008). Measures of the need for closure (Leone et al., 1999), an aversion to ambiguity and uncertainty as well as a preference towards firm, definitive answers to questions, the need to evaluate (Jarvis and Petty, 1996), the extent to which people spontaneously evaluate objects or experiences as either good or bad, and the need for affect (Maio and Esses, 2001), the tendency to approach or avoid emotion-inducing situations and activities, have all received attention in the persuasion literature.

Recently, scholars in the persuasive technology and HCI fields have examined individual differences in the personality of users for more general personalized persuasive applications. For example Halko and Kientz (2010) explored the relationships between the Big Five personality scale (see, e.g., Gosling and Rentfrow, 2003) and a preference for distinct persuasive strategies. The authors find a number of relationships between the personality of users and the preferred types of persuasive messages such as competitive, authoritative, or reinforcement messages. In similar vain, Nov and Arazy (2013) recently explored relationships between personality and interface design. The
authors (amongst other findings) show that user's conscientiousness levels relate to their reactions to the use of social proof messages.

2.2.2. Trait differences in responses to distinct influence principles

Investigators have also drawn on the categorization of messages as implementing distinct influence principles to identify and study personality constructs that are plausibly associated with the posed processes by which particular influence principles function. For example, the commitment principle, including a range of implementations, such as in the “foot-in-the-door” principle, functions through the application of motivations for consistency. A personality scale that measures these motivations—the preference for consistency scale—predicts responses to the commitment principle, such that for participants low on this trait these principles are ineffective (Cialdini et al., 1995; Guadagno et al., 2001). This prior research has helped explain the difficulties investigators have in replicating results regarding the effectiveness of the Consistency principle. However, successful use of trait differences in studying the effects of influence principles requires a theory about the psychological processes that make the principle effective and how these might vary between individuals in the population. Such theory is not always available; even in the case of preference for consistency, there has been considerable controversy about the mechanism(s) by which foot-in-the-door is effective (Burger, 1999).

2.2.3. Measurement of individual differences

Prior research on measuring individual differences in responses to persuasion can be described as relying on meta-judgmental measures of personality traits. In the context of attitude strength, Bassili (1996) distinguishes between meta-judgmental measures and operative measures of attitude strength. A similar distinction applies in the context of individual differences in persuasion. Meta-judgmental measures of personality trait ask individuals to report judgments about the consistent, structural properties of their broadly applicable attitudes, preferences, beliefs, and behaviors. In these measures, individual's psychological processes serve as objects of their consideration. On the other hand, for operative measures individuals' psychological processes are in use—they are operating. Operative measures are measures that are directly linked to the cognitive processes that are responsible for the response (Vanharreveld, 2004). An operative measure of the effect of an influence principle could for example be the actual behavioral response to a message that implements the influence principle.

One could imagine using both types of measures for assessing differences in responses to persuasion to be of use in personalizing persuasive technology. A personalized persuasive system could require users to fill out a number of questionnaires to obtain meta-judgmental measures. Furthermore, the system could collect observations of actual behavioral responses to influence attempts as operative measures. Using both of these measures the system could estimate which of the above influence principles a user is most susceptible to and tailor the influence principle deployed for a specific individual.

3. Personalizing persuasive systems: explicit and implicit methods

The work reviewed in the previous sections implies that persuasive systems could adapt their choice of influence principles for distinct individuals. However, for proper personalization we need methods by which we can estimate, for each individual user, which influence principles will be the most effective. As described briefly in Section 2.2.3, two distinct methods to measure individual differences exist. We coin the use of these two methods for personalization, analogues to a previous discussion by Garde-Perik (2009) in HCI, explicit or implicit means of profiling.

3.1. Explicit profiling

Meta-judgemental measures are often obtained using questionnaires in which users are asked to reflect upon their own traits. Such an explicit approach could be used to tailor persuasive applications: if we have a questionnaire that elicits the tendencies of individual users to comply to distinct influence principles we would be able to measure these tendencies a priori, and adapt the interaction with the user according to the obtained estimates. For the tendency to comply with different influence principles such a questionnaire was recently developed; Kaptein et al. (2012) introduced the susceptibility to persuasive strategies (STPS) scale. However, measures such as the NfC scale or the preference for consistency scale are also likely candidates for use in explicit profiling. When using explicit profiling the user will be aware that such a measure is established, consents to fill-out the questionnaire, and will often be able to know that the questionnaire scores influence his or her interactions with the system.

3.2. Implicit profiling

Next to explicit profiling, we can also use implicit profiling to enable personalization: in persuasive technologies which use implicit personalization, operative measures are used to estimate the individual susceptibility of users to distinct influence principles. Here the actual responses to persuasive attempts are used to personalize future interactions. For example, if an application aimed at increasing exercise levels amongst its users links a specific user to her social network for comparison, and thus uses the principle of social proof, but fails to be effective (which is easily measured using actimetry), the application could lower the estimated success of this principle and use another principle in future interactions.

Using implicit personalization, the influence principles are adapted based on interactions with the user. In this case, users might not be made aware of the profiling and resulting adaptations. Thus, implicit profiling for personalization brings separate design as well as ethical challenges to designers of personalized persuasive systems. However, with the risk of additional ethical concerns also comes a benefit of an undisturbed user experience: for implicit profiling the user merely has to use the system for it to adapt to his or her personal needs. No additional questionnaires or other types of actively user-generated data are necessary. Thus, if implemented well, implicit profiling could potentially increase the usability of adaptive persuasive systems.

3.3. Persuasion profiles

Persuasion profiles are collections of estimates of the expected effects of different influence principles for a specific individual. Hence, an individual's persuasion profile indicates which influence principles are expected to be most effective. Persuasion profiles can be based on both meta-judgmental and operative measures of persuasive susceptibility. Relying primarily on behavioral data has recently become a realistic option for interactive technologies, since vast amounts of data about individuals' behavior in response to attempts at persuasion can easily be collected.

Fig. 1 shows an example of a persuasion profile. The profile consists of the estimates of the effects of different influence principles, and the certainty around these estimates. Thus, for this user, the implementations of the consensus principle are the most effective. Implementations of the authority principle are the least effective, however the

---

2 The author refers to influence strategies as opposed to principles, but its use is similar in meaning.
3 The idea of creating a profile of users at the level of the persuasive techniques was for the first time publicly discussed by Fogg in a statement to the Federal Trade Commission.
estimates of the effect of this principle are relatively uncertain. A persuasion profile of this kind that is consulted at runtime can ensure that the system can attend to individual differences and make an informed selection of social influence principles.\(^4\)

3.4. Design requirements

We argue that all systems that use persuasion profiles to personalize persuasion should address four key requirements which we coin Identification, Representation, Measurement, and Single inheritance. We detail each in turn:

3.4.1. Identification: the ability to identify individual users

To be able to adapt to individual differences in responses to social influence principles, a system should be able to identify individuals (be it just by a unique key rather than linking to personal identity). More generally, personalization will only be possible if the user can be uniquely identified and the information needed for the personalization effort (such as the persuasion profile) can be retrieved. Thus, the technological ability to identify users both within a usage session and over multiple sessions of usage, and perhaps even over multiple devices, is key to developing personalized persuasive systems. Only once a user has been identified it is possible to personalize persuasive messages. The identification allows for the retrieval of the persuasion profile, which can subsequently be used for message selection (see Section 4 for implementation examples).

If the personalized persuasive messages are delivered through mobile devices this requirement can be addressed trivially by using the unique bluetooth key that is used by mobile devices (Consolvo et al., 2008) for identification of users in public spaces. Designers have also used face recognition or fingerprints (Cowie et al., 2001), gait analysis, or RFID badges (Schmidt et al., 2000) to identify individual users. Each of these technologies offers different advantages and disadvantages, that need to be considered by designers. In our case studies (Section 4) we use the (unique) phone number of users for identification, the email address, or a web browser cookie to identify users.

3.4.2. Representation: the ability to present the influence principles to users

Adaptive persuasive systems which personalize the influence principles used to motivate users should be able to implement various influence principles. While this may sound trivial at first, the technical ability to tailor content at the “granularity” of the use of influence principles is not something designers are used to design for. In the cases of personalization of influence principles the “end-goal” of the persuasive attempt and the means need to be separated intrinsically in the design of the systems such that for a specific goals multiple influence principles can be implemented and tailored.

For example, a digital exercise coach can influence users to exercise by having users set targets (e.g., commitment), coupling users to others (e.g., consensus), or by providing advice from a fitness instructor (e.g., authority). To enable usage of persuasion profiles, systems should have the flexibility to present their end goal (e.g., work out more) in these different ways to users. Thus, a system that manages the content of the messages that might be used to communicate to users should separate the end-goals specifically from the means.

Additionally, in the system architecture designers should distinguish the higher level social influence principles, and their respective (often textual or visual) implementations. Thus, if a persuasive system uses the authority principle then still different expert sources could be used, via different communication channels, to influence users. In each case, the authority principle is represented by a different implementation. To enable representation of different influence principles for different users, the system should be endowed with the ability to represent multiple principles, and multiple implementations for each.

3.4.3. Measurement: the ability to measure user traits

Using explicit measures, designers would rely on standardized (often existing) scales or measurement devices to estimate a persuasion profile. In these cases these measurements need to be available in a priori, and they need to be uniquely identified for individual users. Also, likely, system designers have to create fall-backs in cases in which the data of individual users is not available for the system—for example when a user failed to fill out a questionnaire. We detail the usage of explicit measures for the design of personalized persuasive systems in our first case study below. When designers use implicit measures to create systems that do not use a persuasion profile based on a priori measurements of the effectiveness, but rather adapt to user’s responses dynamically, it is necessary to measure the outcome of influence attempts: measurement of the behavioral outcomes is key to implicit profiling. In this case the behavioral outcomes will be used directly to inform the users’ profile (examples are provided in our second and third case study below).

While measuring the behavioral outcome of an influence attempt sounds straightforward it is not always easy to measure whether an appeal was successful, or even to determine what a measure of success of a message would entail. For example, in a digital exercise coach a prompt by a fitness instructor to run for 30 min that is followed by the user running for 20 min, 14 h after the prompt, might constitute a partial success—indicating the success of the authority principle—but might also be due to external causes. Thus, the coupling of observed behavior to the intervention content might not always be one-to-one. Furthermore, technologically not all behavioral responses are measured easily or reliably. When direct behavioral measurements are used, the behavior needs to be compatible with the influence principle (Fishbein and Ajzen, 2011).

3.4.4. Single inheritance: the ability to link behavioral observations uniquely to influence principles

When using messages or other stimuli that implement different influence principles for persuasion profiling it is important that

---

\(^4\) In Section 5.3 we discuss the trade-offs designer face when making selections of content based on estimated traits of individuals in more detail.
individual implementations (e.g., the actual messages) implement a single principle. Thus designers should design their interaction such that while an influence principle might be implemented in many ways, each implementation is distinct and only represents a single influence principle. Only if a one-to-one mapping of influence principle to the presented message is present one can reliably measure the observed effect of the influence principle. If an implementation confounds multiple influence principles then one cannot attribute the success or the failure of an influence attempt to a distinct influence principle and hence one cannot validly update the persuasion profile.

Persuasive messages implementing multiple principles would confound the effects of the principle. This might compromise the effectiveness of the most appropriate principle and make it difficult to attribute effective implementations to any single principle. It is not said that designers should never try to use multiple influence principles jointly (but, see Kaptein and Duplinsky, 2013), however implementations should not combine multiple principles and thus personalization should be enabled at the level of the principle not at the level of the implementation. If multiple principles are used in a specific message, then this message should be labelled as two (or more) influence attempts, each identifying the right principle.

The single inheritance requirement sounds more abstract than the first three requirements. However, it is methodologically key for the design of personalized persuasive systems.

4. Case studies: personalizing persuasive technologies

In this section we present three case studies in which persuasive technologies are personalized to their users using persuasion profiles. The first system we describe makes use of explicit profiling and thus relies on meta-judgmental measures. The next two design cases rely on implicit methods.5

4.1. Tailoring short text messages to prevent snacking

This first case study presents the use of explicit measures to personalize a pervasive technology (for an elaborate discussion of this design case see Kaptein et al., 2012). To evaluate the use of explicit measures in personalizing persuasive technologies we developed a system that used persuasive short text messages as a prompt to reduce snacking behavior. For the purposes of this system, we defined snacking behavior to be the act of eating (unhealthy) snacks in between meals. Earlier attempts to use text messaging to this end have achieved mixed results (McGraa, 2010; Gerber et al., 2009). In this study we tried to evaluate whether messages that are personalized are more effective than messages that are not personalized. We first used the STPS (see Kaptein et al., 2012) to measure the susceptibility of users to influence principles, and then conducted a field experiment to see if personalizing text-messages increased their effectiveness.

In this design case identification was accomplished using the phone number of the individual. Using mobile phones makes the identification requirement relatively straightforward as long as one is willing to assume that a mobile phone is uniquely used by a single user, which is likely not far from the truth. Representation was done by means of presenting persuasive text messages that were each designed to implement a single principle (see Table 1 for the exact implementations). Text messages restrict the representation of the influence principles to textual implementations. In this study we choose to implement, for each principle, multiple messages to ensure that principles could be stimulus sampled. By ensuring that each message implemented only one principle the requirement of single-inheritance was also met. Finally, Measurement of the effects of the messages was based on self-report of users in this design case. In this design case these latter measurements were not used to inform the profiles but rather to evaluate the effect of the system.

To evaluate the performance of personalized persuasion we compared three versions of the text messaging system:

1. A personalized version (PV): In this version of the system messages the persuasive messages contained those influence principles that users indicated to be most susceptible to.
2. A contra-personalized version (CPV): In this version of the system the messages contained implementations of principles that the users indicated to be least susceptible to.
3. A random message version (RMV): In this version of the system users receive a random selection out of all the created text messages.

4.1.1. System design and evaluation methodology

A 2-week long evaluation of the short text messaging application to decrease snacking was set up. Since snacking behavior varies substantially between people, we chose to include a 1 week baseline assessment of individual snacking behavior before introducing the three versions of our application.

Participants in the evaluation were recruited via a professional recruitment agency. A call for participation was sent out via email to potential Dutch participants between 18 and 65 years of age, with fluent understanding of English, and in possession of a mobile phone. The call for participation detailed that the evaluation of the short text messaging application would take two full weeks and would entail filling out several questionnaires and receiving daily text messages on their mobile phone. In total 162 participants completed the sign up process in full and started their participation. Participants received text messages for a period of 2 weeks (2 × 5 days, workdays only). Participants were instructed every evening to go to a designated website to fill out a short diary. The first week was used to establish a baseline snacking frequency for each user, while the intervention was employed in the second week. We included for our final analysis only those participants that filled in at least one diary during each of the 2 weeks (e.g., during the baseline measurement and during the intervention). Our final sample was composed of 73 users. The average age of the participants was 34.9 years (SD = 11.1) and 32 (43.8%) were females.

After browsing to the designated website for the first time all users filled out a small questionnaire regarding their snacking behavior. Next, participants filled out the STPS and provided their mobile phone number. Participants then received one text message a day (on workdays) for a period of 2 weeks, and subsequently filled out a small online diary every day. The diary consisted of the following question:

- How many snacks did you have today? (Open ended)6

For the first week participants received one text message a day which asked them to fill in their diary. In week two participants received the persuasive messages according to their version of the application. This setup enabled us to study the change(s) in snacking behavior over the course of 2 weeks between the three different versions of the

5 The first two design cases presented here are presented in more detail in Kaptein et al. (2012) and Kaptein and van Halteren (2013). We discuss these systems here with a focus on the design challenges and we motivate how the four design requirements are met in each case.

6 While it is known that self-report measures as these may suffer from social desirability bias, this is not necessarily the case and they are thought of as valid instruments for modeling behavior change (e.g., Armitage and Conner, 1999).
application. Our implementations of the influence principles that were used in the text messaging application are presented in Table 1.

### 4.1.2. Results of the evaluation

The primary test to see whether personalized messages can be effective in reducing snacking behavior is provided by a comparison of the progression of the snacking behavior during the experiment between the three experimental conditions. To statistically test the effects of our different experimental conditions we fit a multilevel model to the data. This allows us to estimate the effects of time on the number of snacks consumed, in each of the versions of the application. We started by fitting a "null" model (denoted "P" in the Tables, Snijders and Bosker, 1999) which can formally be written as $y_{ij} \sim N(\mu_{ij}, \sigma^2_{ij})$, where $\mu_{ij} \sim N(\mu, \sigma^2)$ for $j = 1, \ldots, N = 73$ users. From the "null" model, we build a model that includes both time and the experimental condition to explain the snacking behavior of our users (Models A–C in Table 2). Finally, to test whether the different versions of the text messaging application significantly influence the snacking behavior of our users we fit a model in which time during phase two interacts with version—essentially fitting separate time effects for the different versions during phase two.

Table 3 shows the fixed effects of Model D to support interpretation of the effect sizes found in this study. The fixed effects show that during the baseline phase the number of snacks consumed by the users of the system does not decrease significantly. Hence, during the first week the number of consumed snacks hardly changes (if anything, it is estimated to slightly increase). During the treatment phase however the number of snacks consumed by our participants decreased significantly for RMV and PV participants. The fixed effects table indicates that the decrease in snack consumption is higher for those using the PV version than those in the RMV version. In the PV condition the number of consumed snacks is estimated to decrease by 0.3 every day: this implies that after a week in this condition about 2 snacks less were consumed each day in the personalized version than during the baseline period. Besides being "statistically different from zero", we believe that this unstandardized effect is sizable enough to conclude that the personalization of persuasive messages directly impacted the eating patterns of the users in a positive and meaningful way.

### 4.1.3. Discussion

Our implementation and evaluation of the personalized persuasive system to reduce snacking showed that personalizing influence principles, using explicit measures, can influence the effect of these messages favorably. While the evaluation period of 2 weeks is limited, the results provide a first proof of the effectiveness of personalized persuasion. Whether these effects hold in the long run remains to be seen, but at least we can conclude that an initial influence attempt can be made more successful using personalized persuasion.

### 4.2. The PMS system

The second system that implements personalized persuasion was created to increase user engagement in a health and lifestyle service. In this design case we focussed on implicit profiling. The health service combines a 3d accelerometer optimized to detect physical activity patterns with active human and technology initiated coaching to help users gain a more active lifestyle. Within the health service user engagement is key; coaching is done via a web service, and the activity data is only analyzed after it has been uploaded to a web service. Users often fail to upload their data. To encourage docking—the uploading of the activity data to the web service—docking reminders are sent via email. In this design case we examined whether we could use implicit personalization to improve the effectiveness of these reminder emails. The system is called the Persuasive Messaging System (PMS) (for a more elaborate discussion of the PMS see Kaptein and van Halteren, 2013).

### 4.2.1. System design and evaluation methodology

The PMS was implemented on a server that was external to the health service’s own system. The PMS used the unique key provided by each accelerometer to identify individual users. When a user docks,
the activity data and a unique identifier are sent to the persuasive messaging service. The unique key of the accelerometer, combined with the individual email address of the users in this study, jointly satisfied the requirement of identification. The influence principles were represented in the body text of the email reminders that were sent to users after 3 or 6 days of inactivity. These reminders were initiated by the health service and fulfilled the requirement of representation. The service’s server sends a request to the PMS server for the next influence principle to be used for the current user. The PMS server, upon receipt of the request, looked up the persuasion profile for that user and returned the text snippet of one of the persuasive email messages that were created for the PMS (see Table 4).

Dear (firstname),

How are you doing? We hope all is well. It is 3 days since the last time you connected your ActivityMonitor [Message] We would like to remind you to connect it to your PC soon and stay in touch with [X].

Sincerely,

The [X] Team

During a brainstorm session, five researchers working in the field of persuasive technology generated a large number of persuasive messages. Messages were created that implemented the scarcity, authority, and consensus principles. After the brainstorm a card-sorting test was used to classify messages according to their principles, and for each principle two messages were selected for use in the trial. The persuasive messages consisted of text snippets containing social influence principles that were added to the standard email reminder. This standard reminder mail is presented in the text box above. The influence principle was inserted at the [message] location of the email reminder email. Table 4 gives the implementations of the influence principles that were used. The process of designing the messages using experts in the field enabled us, in this case study, to create multiple implementations of influence principles while still adhering to the single-inheritance requirement (see below for the implementation of the measurement requirement in this case study).

To enable a priori estimation of the effect of the messages each of the messages was presented to N=80 participants in a pre-test. Participants were instructed to answer the question “This message would motivate me” on a seven-point (“Totally Disagree” to “Totally Agree”) scale. Scores were averaged over the two implementations of each principle. The neutral message had the lowest evaluation: $X = 3.46, SD = 1.44$. The messages implementing influence principles scored higher, with authority scoring highest, $X = 4.21, SD = 1.59$, before consensus, $X = 3.96, SD = 1.54$, and scarcity, $X = 3.81, SD = 1.52$.

To evaluate the PMS system an evaluation was set up in which the system was deployed for all new users of the persuasive systems from the 1st of January 2011 until the 1st of July 2011. To measure the effectiveness of the reminder emails a dynamic image was inserted into the email message body, which allowed the PMS to log the fact that a user had opened an email. If, and only if, within 24 h after opening the email the same user would dock her activity monitor, then the message would be considered a success. To assess the effects of personalized persuasive messaging as opposed to the original reminder message, or messages using influence principles that were not personalized, we assigned users to one of four conditions randomly:

1. Baseline: Users assigned to this condition received the standard (no influence principle) docking reminder message.
2. Best pre-tested: Users assigned to this condition received one of the two messages implementing the authority advice.
3. Random: Users assigned to this condition received randomly one out of the seven messages (with probabilities equal for each of the principles).
4. Adaptive: Users assigned to this condition received messages suggested by the PMS personalization algorithm (see below).

In the adaptive condition we estimated the effect of the influence principles after each interaction. We assumed the principles to be independent, and we were thus looking for an estimate $\hat{p}_{\text{est}}$ of the effectiveness of a distinct principle for an individual user. To do so we used a Bayesian approach and used a Beta($\alpha, \beta$) prior for each of the estimated probabilities. The beta distribution can be re-parametrized as follows:

$$ \pi(\theta | \mu, M) = \text{Beta}(\mu, M) $$

where $\mu = \alpha / (\alpha + \beta)$ and $M = \alpha + \beta$, then the expected value of the distribution is given by $E(\theta | \mu, M) = \mu_{\text{est}}$. In our specific scenario, $\mu_{\text{est}}$ represents the expected probability of a successful influence attempt by a specific influence principle given the observed data. The distribution of $\hat{p}_{\text{est}}$ can be updated using

$$ p(\theta | k) \propto k(\theta) \pi(\theta | \mu, M) = \text{Beta}(k + M\mu, n - k + M(1 - \mu)), $$

in which $k$, 0, 1, is the outcome of the new observation. The PMS server ran a cron-job every 24 h to match all opened emails with the recent docking behavior and update the individual level estimates. Hence, the docking behavior after receiving the persuasive message was used to measure the effect of the influence principles. This dynamic updating allowed us to implicitly profile users.

To determine which message to present in the next interaction we used Thompson sampling (Scott, 2010); we obtained a single draw of each of the Beta distributions for each principle and selected the principle with the highest draw. Scott (2010) showed

---

**Table 4**

Influence principles and their implementations in the PMS system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>[no insert]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Scarcity    | 1. We would like to remind you to connect it to your PC soon and stay in touch with [X]. Today is a great day to stay fit so make sure you do not miss out on your participation in [X]!  
2. Any chance to connect your Activity Monitor is a chance to learn about your own activities. Take the opportunity to learn about your activities right now.  
3. Any chance to connect your Activity Monitor is a chance to learn about your own activities. Take the opportunity to learn about your activities right now.  
4. Experienced [X] coaches recommend frequent uploads of your activity data. This will help you to gain more insight and be more active!  
5. People like you who connect their Activity Monitor frequently with their PC are more likely to benefit from the program and obtain a healthy lifestyle! |
| Authority   | 1. We would like to remind you to connect it to your PC soon and stay in touch with [X]. Today is a great day to stay fit so make sure you do not miss out on your participation in [X]!  
2. Any chance to connect your Activity Monitor is a chance to learn about your own activities. Take the opportunity to learn about your activities right now.  
3. Any chance to connect your Activity Monitor is a chance to learn about your own activities. Take the opportunity to learn about your activities right now.  
4. Experienced [X] coaches recommend frequent uploads of your activity data. This will help you to gain more insight and be more active!  
5. People like you who connect their Activity Monitor frequently with their PC are more likely to benefit from the program and obtain a healthy lifestyle! |
| Consensus   | 1. We would like to remind you to connect it to your PC soon and stay in touch with [X]. Today is a great day to stay fit so make sure you do not miss out on your participation in [X]!  
2. Any chance to connect your Activity Monitor is a chance to learn about your own activities. Take the opportunity to learn about your activities right now.  
3. Any chance to connect your Activity Monitor is a chance to learn about your own activities. Take the opportunity to learn about your activities right now.  
4. Experienced [X] coaches recommend frequent uploads of your activity data. This will help you to gain more insight and be more active!  
5. People like you who connect their Activity Monitor frequently with their PC are more likely to benefit from the program and obtain a healthy lifestyle! |

---

5 The company name cannot be disclosed in this publication.
that this provides an asymptotically optimal solution\(^9\) to the exploration–exploitation trade-off inherent in dynamic learning.\(^10\)

4.2.2. Evaluation results
All users who a (a), participated in the service for at least 30 days, and b, received at least 3 email reminders during the evaluation, were included in the final dataset. For the period of the evaluation this led to a dataset describing the upload frequency and responses to reminders of 1129 users. Table 5 gives an overview of the number of users, and the success percentages in each condition. It is clear that users are relatively equally distributed over the conditions.

To analyze the data obtained in the PMS evaluation we fit a series of multilevel models. We start again by fitting a null-model, this time with a logit link. Adding average effects for the influence principles to the null-model shows no significant effect of the influence principle on success of the emails, \( \chi^2 = 4.75, df = 3, p = 0.19. \) We find a large main effect of Frequency—the number of the reminder that is sent (see Table 6, Model A and Model B). Addition of average effects of the condition to Model B shows that there is no significant average effect of the conditions, \( \chi^2 = 3.19, df = 3, p = 0.36. \) There is however a significant increase in model fit when adding varying influence principle effects by user (Table 6 Model B and Model C). Finally, condition interacting with frequency is added to the model. This interaction significantly improves model fit (see Table 6 Model D) and indicates that the effect of frequency differs between the four conditions.

Table 5
Overview of the data from the persuasive messaging system evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Users</th>
<th>% Success [S.E.]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>28.49 [1.7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best pre-test</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>24.01 [1.5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>25.41 [1.6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>26.49 [1.6]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6
Model comparisons used for the analysis of the persuasive messaging system evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>BIC</th>
<th>logLik</th>
<th>( \chi^2 )</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>( p )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model A</td>
<td>10,903.18</td>
<td>-5449.59</td>
<td>412.65</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model B</td>
<td>10,486.91</td>
<td>-5240.46</td>
<td>412.65</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model C</td>
<td>10,480.00</td>
<td>-5228.00</td>
<td>249.24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model D</td>
<td>10,474.54</td>
<td>-5222.27</td>
<td>11.46</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^9\) See Section 5.3 for a more detailed discussion of the exploration–exploitation trade-off.

\(^10\) The prior for the neutral (no social influence) message was set to \( \alpha = 0.39, \) \( \text{Var} = 0.1. \) In line with the pre-test of the messages the authority principle prior was set to \( \alpha = 0.52, \) \( \text{Var} = 0.1. \) Before consensus, \( \alpha = 0.40, \) \( \text{Var} = 0.1 \) and scarcity, \( \alpha = 0.57, \) \( \text{Var} = 0.1. \) Given the relatively large dataset in this study the prior is quickly “swamped” by the data and hence has very little influence on the study.

The table shows that over time (Frequency) the success of the email reminders decreases. This decrease over time is significantly smaller in the adaptive version than in the baseline version.

fifth message in the adaptive condition is 21.5%, which is 3.6% higher than the estimated effectiveness of the fifth message in the baseline version. For the tenth message this difference is even larger: 4.8%. The adaptive version also significantly outperforms the pre-tested version, \( t = 3.74, p < 0.01 \) showing that personalized messages remain effective longer than non-personalized messages.

4.2.3. Discussion
The implementation and evaluation of the PMS system highlights a number of challenges for designers who intend to use implicit measures to personalize persuasion. The systems provides solutions to each of the four design requirements: identification is based on the user’s unique email address, and measurement is implemented using interactive tracking of the behavior of users. Email allows for dynamically altering the messages at the individual level, thus allowing us to represent the distinct strategies. As noted in Table 4 each message implements a single principle thus adhering to the single inheritance requirement. The evaluation shows that personalized messaging is beneficial, especially compared to the best pretested message and the status-quo.

4.3. Persuasion profiling in e-commerce
In the third evaluation we again study implicit persuasion profiling in email communication. We found an online travel agency willing to participate in an evaluation of personalized persuasion for their weekly email campaign. Because this design case was set up within a commercial email campaign our choices of experimental setup were limited: we only included a baseline and an adaptive condition. The baseline condition consisted of showing a status-quo message to users as in the original system.

In the period of 22 of July to the 16 of September 2012 we ran an email field evaluation of personalized persuasion with a total of \( N = 133,538 \) customers. In total we collected 454,452 observations during the trial. On average each customer read 3.4 emails. Each of the participating customers was randomly allocated to either the baseline (\( N = 24,984 \)) or the adaptive (\( N = 108,554 \)) condition using draws from a Uniform(0,1) in which those with a draw \( < 0.2 \) were allocated to the baseline condition. The analysis concerns responses to 7 email batches in a period of 8 weeks, and of primary concern were the click-through rates that were obtained in the emails.

4.3.1. System design and evaluation methodology
We implemented three influence principles, authority, scarcity and social proof, in the email text. The email consisted of a recommended product, a description of the product, and (if applicable), an implementation of an influence principle in text. The emails changed weekly, and the only manipulation was the textual addition of the implementation of the influence principle.\(^11\) Thus, in this design case representation was done in the emails, and measurement was achieved\(^11\) In an effort to not disclose the agency we do not publish the actual implementations.
by monitoring the clicks on the emails. Identification was achieved using the email address, and we ensure that the implementations had single inheritance. We logged the email open rate, and the click through rates. Click through rates were used to estimate $p_{\text{es}}$ and select messages, similar to the previous study.12

The implicit personalization was set up as follows: before each email agency would request, by sending a list of hashed email addresses, the principles to send to distinct customers. From our experiment servers, based on the previous behavior of that customer, that of other customers, and the outcome of the random process of Thompson sampling, we recommended a principle for each customer which would be neutral (for those in the baseline condition) or a choice of neutral, scarcity, authority, or social proof (in the adaptive condition). Subsequently, the agency would send the email which contained a dynamic image to log whether the email was opened. This information was send back to the experiment servers: if the user clicked one of the links provided in the email this indicated a success of the email (and hence of the recommended principle).

4.3.2. Results of the evaluation

Similar to the previous evaluations of personalized persuasion we fit a series of multi-level models to examine the effects of the emails. We start by fitting a null-model (Model A) and subsequently add a main effect of condition (Model B), of batch (Model C), and an interaction between batch and condition (Model D). Table 8 presents the model comparisons between these models, while Table 9 presents the fixed effects of model D. These can be interpreted as follows: the emails in both conditions become more effective over time, $\beta_{\text{batch}} = 0.32$. The average click through in the adaptive condition is higher than in the baseline condition $\beta_{\text{cond}} = 0.05$. Finally, there is a significant interaction between the timing of the email and the condition, $\beta_{\text{batch-cond}} = 0.05$, which indicates that in the adaptive condition the emails are more and more effective over time. This last finding shows that implicit personalization over time increases the click through on the emails. Note that the intercept of the model in Table 8 is omitted to prevent disclosure of absolute click-through rates. However, the estimated click through rate of the 5th batch of emails is about 15% higher in the adaptive version then in the baseline version. This difference is not only statistically significant but also (commercially) meaningful in this context.

4.3.3. Discussion

The third design case, which presented the use of personalized persuasion in commercial email campaigns shows that the baseline (status-quo) message is outperformed by the adaptive message. This difference itself can have a number of causes. However, the finding that the effectiveness of the personalized messages increase as more knowledge about users becomes available indicates the benefits of personalized persuasion.

5. General discussion and conclusions

In this paper we motivated the design of personalized persuasive systems: systems that tailor their use of psychological influence principles to the effectiveness of these principles for individual users. Next, we presented two distinct methods by which application can personalize their use of influence principles to their users. We introduced a distinction between explicit personalization of persuasion—based on meta-judgemental measures—and implicit personalization based on behavioral responses. We also introduced four design requirements for the design of personalized persuasive systems: identification, representation, measurement, and single inheritance. Three cases studies showed how these requirements can be implemented in persuasive applications and highlight that both methods of personalization are potentially of use. Each of the three designs used persuasion profiles—collections of estimates of the effect of distinct social influence principles for individual users—to improve its effectiveness. In the first design the profile was built using the STPS scale, while in the next two applications the profile was built dynamically by tracking the effect of distinct influence principles over multiple interactions.

The persuasion profiles presented here were based on the influence principles as listed by Cialdini (2001). This list provides a starting point for the classification of different influence attempts, as well as for the creation of different implementations of influence principles. Cialdini (2001)'s list however is not the only one that is of possible use to design personalized persuasive systems: likely, it will be beneficial for the design of persuasive technologies to start with a sufficiently informed list, such as the one adopted here, while enabling profiles to contain more (or less) principles based on distinctions in implementations that prove effective during the deployment of the system. However, it is important to note that the collection of influence principles used in persuasive technologies should be selected based on theoretical and empirical foundations instead of ad hoc.

5.1. Limitations of the current focus and evaluations

By presenting three case studies we have tried to illustrate how our four design requirements can be implemented in the actual designs of adaptive persuasive systems. The case studies are presented to illustrate the design process, and briefly demonstrate the possible effectiveness of persuasion profiling using both implicit and explicit measures. It has to be noted that the durations of the evaluations of the cases studies are limited, and hence cannot be interpreted as a proof of the long-term effectiveness of the personalization of influence principles. Likely, the effects of the use of distinct influence principles will change over time, and, at this moment, these possible time dynamics are not well understood. Persuasive technologies however provide a methodological tool to study such dynamics, and thus we encourage further research using long-term deployments of persuasion profiling, possibly with the addition of explicit time dynamics of the “ordering” of persuasive messages; e.g., it might be the case that a scarcity principle should follow a social proof principle if the effect of the social proof principle is diminishing over time.

---

12 In this implementation we used a slightly more elaborate learning algorithm than in the previous design case. The algorithm itself can be found in Kaptein (2011) but is not the main aim of this paper.
The current case studies are limited not only in their duration, but also in their focus. In all three case studies the requirements were relatively easily met: identification for example is fairly trivial on mobile phones, in email, or on the web. Also the measurement of behaviors and the technological ability to change content are straightforward in these applications. The applications were actively sought out to demonstrate the implementation of the design requirements and provide a strong methodological framework for the evaluations. However, the application of the design requirements in ambient persuasive technologies—cross device, in context, etc.—needs further scrutiny.

Finally, the general implications of our design requirements need to be further developed. We have shown the applicability of the requirements for the design of systems that use persuasion profiling. However, this is only one specific instance of personalized persuasion: the applicability of the requirements for other types of personalization of persuasive systems needs to be explored further. For now we contend that identification will remain key in any personalized system, and that also the requirement of measurement (e.g., being able to determine personal “traits”) will generalize to other personalized persuasive systems. The representation requirement likely also extends beyond the use of persuasion profiling: if the personalized content cannot be displayed to individual users dynamically then personalization attempts seem futile. Finally, we believe that also the single inheritance principle will remain appropriate in more general designs of personalized persuasive systems that use implicit measures: if implicit measures are used to determine traits, then methodologically it should be possible to, without confounds, estimate the effect of specific persuasive content. If the content confounds multiple principles, strategies, or otherwise persuasive attempts, then one cannot attribute the observed attitudinal or behavior change one-to-one to the selected content. Hence, one cannot estimate the underlying trait reliably. Methodologically the observed change in attitude or behavior should be caused by a single, and known, property of the displayed content: this is exactly what the single-inheritance principle states.

5.2. Combining multiple methods of personalization in persuasive technologies

Persuasion profiles concern the means—the ways in which—people are influenced to comply to a request. Most notable personalization efforts up to now have however focused primarily on the end goals: recommender systems, like those used by Amazon.com and heavily researched by computer science researchers, select the appropriate product to endorse to individuals (end) without systematically varying or adapting the way in which a product is presented (means) (cf. Gretzel and Fesenmaier, 2006; Ochi et al., 2010; Zanker et al., 2009). It is likely that both methods of personalization will be combined in the future. Recommender systems determine which target behavior or product to offer, while persuasion profiles play a role in presenting that goal to people.

Persuasion profiles could benefit from combinations with other profiles. Target group profiling, as common in marketing practice, has the distinct benefit of being able to generalize knowledge gained over one set of individuals to other, unknown, sets. For example, if no woman has ever bought product A, one could decide to refrain from offering product A to new female clients even if no other knowledge about their previous decision making is available. In a similar fashion susceptibilities to influence principles are likely correlated with gender, age, occupation, context, etc. It is thus most likely beneficial for the effectiveness of influence attempts to combine target group profiles with persuasion profiles to obtain more accurate estimates, especially of new users of a persuasive system.

Finally, persuasion profiles can also be compared to other efforts of tailoring persuasion. Computer-tailored health education (see, e.g., de Vries and Brug, 1999; Brug et al., 2003) is an example of another approach to personalizing persuasion. In this approach often both ends—e.g., what is a realistic health goal for the current individual—and means—e.g., in what way should the information be presented—are tailored. This tailoring is largely done in the following fashion: psychological theory is explored to determine the theoretical constructs that might be useful for tailoring (such as people’s stage of change, or people’s NfC). Next, experts create rules for selecting different content based on different values of the theoretical constructs of interest (Dijkstra and De Vries, 1999; Kreuter, 2000). Persuasion profiles, while more limited in scope than full breath computer-tailored interventions, allow for a selection of influence principles based on the measurement of user susceptibility to persuasion. Both approaches could be combined: expert determined rules could influence the probability of content selection a priori, while both explicit and implicit means of profiling can be used to build a persuasion profile and select implementations of influence principles.

5.3. Exploration versus exploitation in personalization

In the last two case studies we presented persuasion profiling based on explicit measures of user traits. Here, we briefly mentioned the use of Thompson sampling (Scott, 2010) to select messages given the estimated success of each message. Thompson sampling provides a strategy (or policy) to address the so-called exploration–exploitation trade-off that one faces in this context: there is a trade-off between selecting the message with the highest estimated click-through (exploitation) or selecting uncertain, but potentially more effective, messages to learn their effectiveness (exploration). The exploration–exploitation problem is inherent in many personalization efforts: the estimated traits (either based on implicit or explicit) contain uncertainty, and hence there is no deterministic choice for the best content.

The exploration–exploitation problem is broadly studied under the heading of the multi-armed bandit problem (see, e.g., Whittle, 1980; Berry and Fristedt, 1985; Sutton and Barto, 1998). Slot machines are colloquially known as one-armed bandits. When faced with the choice of playing on multiple slot machines, which arm should one pull? Based on sampling variability, one may have relatively more information about some slot machines than about others, hence one must trade-off pulling the arm of the slot machine that appears to have the best probability of a pay-off versus selecting alternative slot machines that appear to have inferior payoffs, but with little certainty.

Formally, the personalization problem can be regarded a contextual bandit problem (Yue et al., 2012; Ortega and Braun, 2013). The context X is given by the individual identifier and presents itself to the system. At each point in time, t = 1, …, T = T the system has to select an action A(t) (the persuasive content in this case) and observes a reward R(t) (for example a click on the message). It then becomes of interest to study policies which prescribe actions that maximize the reward over all interactions (e.g., max Σt=1T R(t)A(t)X(t)). There is a broad literature on the topic (see, e.g., Berry and Fristedt, 1985; Audibert et al., 2009; Scott, 2010), and within the marketing literature researchers are already approaching the personalization problem as a contextual bandit problem (Hauser et al., 2009, 2014; Schwartz et al., 2013). Appreciation of the inherent uncertainty in the coupling between user, message content, and observed behavior by exploring different policies is, in our view, a key next step for the development of personalized persuasive systems.

5.4. Current and future work

The current article introduced persuasion profiling using either explicit or implicit measurements of user susceptibility to influence principles. It is worthwhile to note the current state of this research, and contemporary attempts in similar directions. Persuasion profiles have by now been used not only to reduce snacking and to improve the effectiveness of emails as described above, but have also been used
to (a) motivate people to lead a healthier lifestyle (Sakai et al., 2011), and (b) increase the impact of online commerce (Kaptein, 2011). This latter work is preceded by several personalization attempts in this domain, most noticeably by Ansari and Mela (2005) and by Hauser et al. (2009). In the marketing literature personalization using implicit measures is becoming mainstream, and novel attempts aim to personalize promotional appeals (e.g., the persuasive principle) rather than the actual product that is recommended are emergent.

The application of personalized persuasion within typical HCI problem domains still needs to be strengthened. The above-described attempts to change users health behavior provide only anecdotal evidence of the use of persuasion profiles within HCI. There is a need to examine the use of persuasion profiles in other popular HCI problem domains such as the reduction of energy consumption (Barg et al., 2006), medication adherence (as suggested in Oinas-kukkonen and Harjumaa, 2009), and for the improvement of sleep quality (Scherini and Melo, 2010). In these fields our four design requirements are often less easily met as compared to online applications. However, the societal benefit of such applications is possibly larger and thus these domains warrant further study.

5.5. Conclusions

In this paper we described the design of personalized persuasive systems using persuasion profiles. Persuasion profiles can, as demonstrated, be built both using explicit and implicit measures of individual persuasion susceptibility. We believe that persuasion profiles, and their use in adaptive persuasive systems, will be common place in years to come. Already the technologies presented here are starting to be used in e-commerce and marketing because of their positive impact on revenue. We hope to have presented the minimal requirements to build personalized persuasive systems. Furthermore, we have demonstrated how personalized persuasive systems can be designed and evaluated in practice. We have shown how explicit measures of persuasion susceptibility can be used to personalize text messages to reduce snacking behavior, and we have detailed how implicit measures can be used to inform a persuasion profile which increases the effectiveness of email reminders to be more physically active.

These design cases highlight the design challenges present when designing personalized persuasive technologies. However, there are obvious questions regarding ethics and privacy that need to be addressed if personalized persuasion is to be picked up widely by designers of persuasive systems.

In this paper we have presented evaluations of personalized persuasive technologies in field trials. Some of the presented field trials were run on the web, and in industry such trials are more prominent. We hope to encourage practitioners to disclose, to the scientific community, findings on personalization carried out in a commercial context. We also believe that it is time, within the persuasive technology community, to strengthen the discussion on the ethical side of personalized persuasive technologies (following up on the work of, e.g., Berdichevsky and NeuenSchwander, 1999; Kaptein et al., 2011) and discuss explicitly the relationship of academia and industry as well as the feasibility of conducting user studies in industry.

As illustrated with the case studies, personalized persuasive technologies can be used to create effective persuasive applications. However, we need to further study the use of personalized persuasion in different domains: personalized persuasive systems can possibly be of use for reducing energy consumption, encouraging healthy lifestyles, and other behavioral change applications. These systems have been emergent in the last decade, and we feel that designers of such systems should go through great lengths to make their applications as successful as possible for individual users. Persuasion profiles are but one step in that direction. We believe that for these types of applications personalization is the ethical thing to do: if designers are aware of possible negative outcomes of their applications through the use of “wrong” motivators—such as erroneously selected influence principles—designers of such technology would be “at fault” (e.g., Berdichevsky and NeuenSchwander, 1999) when they fail to make the persuasion approach adaptive to the individual (see Kaptein and Eckles, 2010, for an initial discussion on the ethics of personalized persuasion).
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